SOLUTION BRIEF

Protect People Assets:
Executive Guardian
Executive Guardian is a platform used to protect executives and people with highly sensitive
access (HSA’s) against losses, damage, injuries, and costs associated with unforeseen events.
Businesses and individuals with Executive Guardian protect themselves against the uncertainties
that cause financial as well as personal loss.
DISCOVER: EXECUTIVE GUARDIAN:
A tailored Intelligence platform that is completely independent of any other Risk IQ platform.
Executive Guardian automates discovery, and enables personal protection with threat attribution and
expertise. Our team of former national security and intelligence officers—model internet and physical threats
with precision focus on the enterprise’s people: PII at-risk, social media fraud, harassment, impersonation,
stock manipulation, email and account compromise.

WHAT WE PROVIDE:
•

Web Portal and API Access

•

Expert Support by RiskIQ i3 Analysts

•

Social Media Impersonation Monitoring

•

PII Monitoring

•

Physical Threat Monitoring

•

Personalized Risk and Vulnerability 		
Reports

RiskIQ virtual users search for web content using a combination of threat feeds and configured search engine
searches for brand keywords to encounter threats the same way real users targeted by them do.

THE SOLUTION:
Reduce PII Exposure and Physical Threat
RiskIQ virtual users covertly search for private information about highly sensitive-access (HSA’s) individuals in
the same way that hackers do, but in an automated, Searches are based on a combination of known sites and
general source-agnostic searches via search engines. A combination of virtual user crawling and integrations
with intelligence platforms detects doxxing and physical threats made in social media posts and the open
internet.

Detect Social Impersonation
RiskIQ detects social media profiles impersonating company executives or HSA employees in major social
networks. Our process includes a combination of integrations with social networks’ public API’s and
virtual user crawling mimicking the ways human users search social networks for user accounts. Recorded
observations are stored and analyzed in our secured network, to generate events for suspicious profiles.
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Reduce Threat To Corporate IT Infrastructure
RiskIQ leverages its Internet intelligence datasets and proprietary virtual user technology to automate and
streamline the detection and monitoring of threats over time. RiskIQ enriches the observations captured by
virtual users simulating human Internet users to discover, analyze, and interact with web content. We also
tap other data sources with the intelligence gathered by the full RiskIQ platform to contextualize risks and
prevent false positives.

Threat Management and Mitigation
Recurring automated monitoring of events with pending enforcement actions every 48 hours lets users know
when threat content has been successfully taken down, and monitoring post-resolution automatically reopens
events should any previously removed content come back up in the future.
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SOLUTION OVERVIEW
With RiskIQ, enterprises safeguard digital strategies by discovering their assets outside the firewall and
commanding the attack surface with global visibility and control.

No-Agent Sensor Network

Connected Cloud Services

identifies cloud infrastructure,
apps and services, edge
connections, full DOM extraction

automated internet graphing,
uncovering the global internet
fabric—including third-parties,
apps and services

and human-web simulation

Automated Change
Detection
encoded detection logic
and smart graphing across
infrastructure, services, apps,
code, and components

Pre-built Risk Indicators

Trusted Data Internet Fabric

readymade and custom metrics with
statistical analysis across 200+ risk/
threat indicators

enriched asset intelligence—open
ports, hosts, pages, components,
CVEs, and relationships

“

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY
“The additional insight RiskIQ provides, helps us protect the integrity of our global network
and create a trusted environment for the people on our platform. RiskIQ helps detect and
block threats planted in third-parties that violate our policies or put our people at risk.”
Director of Security Operations
Social Media Company
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